
CPUSH 1.5 GLN      Name: ______________________________ 
Precedents of the Presidents- Establishing what it means to be Mr. President  

 
What are some of the qualities you think are important for a president to have? ____________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Presidential Precedent 

 __________________________- 
 Created the Cabinet - Consulting of department heads in order to make decisions 

 ______________________________ -- Thomas Jefferson 
 Secretary of the Treasury -- ________________________ 
 Secretary of War -- Henry Knox; How many Cabinet positions are there now? ___ 

Bill of Rights 
 One of first priorities facing the new government 
 Bill of Rights -- First ten amendments to the Constitution adopted in 1791. 

1. RAPPS! 
2. Right to own guns 
3. Quartering of soldiers  
4. Search and seizure: PRIVACY 
5. Self-incrimination and double jeopardy 

6. Rights of the accused 
7. Trial by jury 
8. Cruel or unusual punishment 
9. Not all rights are listed 
10. States rights 

 

3 Branches of our Federal Government 
(insert or sketch the photo) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(insert or sketch your own definition as to why we have a Federal 
Government and not a Unitary or Confederacy) 

 
 
 

Judiciary Act of 1789 
 Established the _____________________________, with the ______________________ 
 Allowed for the ___________________________________________________________ 

Alexander Hamilton’s Financial Plan 
 Hamilton’s Plan 

 Federal government would take on _____________________________________ 
 ____________________ (__________________________________________”) 
 Create ____________________ (taxes on luxury items) (like: _______________) 
 _____________________________________________________(BUS) 

 Caused a ________________ in the US, _______________________________________ 



The First Political Parties 

Federalists 
 ___________________ 
 ___________________ 
 ___________________ 

 

Democratic-Republicans 
 ____________________ 
 Smaller central government 
 ____________________ 

 

The Whiskey Rebellion 
 ________________________________________________________________________ 
 _______________ summoned the militia of several states resulting in 13,000-man army. 
 Significance: Washington's government _______________________________ could not 

succeed______________________________________ 
Washington’s Farewell Address 

 Washington_____________________________________________________________ 
 Farewell Address   

 _________________________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________ (like treaty with France)  
 Isolationism _______________________________________________________ 

John Adams- America’s 2nd President 
The XYZ Affair 

 President Adams sent envoys _______________________________________________ 
 France refused to meet with them unless they _________________________________ 
 Many ___________________________________over the poor treatment by the French 
 Adams ____________ with them instead, but it hurt his credibility as a powerful leader.  

Alien and Sedition Acts 
 Alien Act: Increased the amount of ____________________________14 years; trying to 

keep French immigrants from influencing American politics. 
Sedition Act: ___________________________________________________________________ 

 Caused massive conflict between political parties, including an actual fight in Congress! 
 Destroyed the reputation of the Federalists 

Revolution of 1800 
 Thomas Jefferson and Aaron Burr tied for the presidency, sending the vote to the House 

of Representatives 
 “___________________________________” 

 Showed_________________________________________________________ 
 Led to the 1__________________________ 

 ______________________________ 
Thomas Jefferson- America’s 3rd President 
The Midnight Judges 

 __________________________________________________________________ 
 ___________________________________________________________ 

• ________________________________________________________________________ 
• William Marbury learned his position was being shelved and sued to have it 

delivered. 



• Established ______________________________ (Supreme Court has the power 
of a court to review laws and the actions of the other branches in terms of their 
constitutionality.) 

• _____________________________________________________ 
The Louisiana Purchase 

 Backstory: France is BROKE 
 __________________________________________ for 828,800 square miles 
 _______________________________________________________________________ 
 _________________________________________ 
 Control the Mississippi River 
 Preserve ________________________________________ 

James Madison- America’s 4th President 
A “Second War for Independence” 

 Causes of the war of 1812: 
 __________________________ 
 __________________________ 
 Bad deal with Napoleon 

 After trying to solve the problem diplomatically, President Madison asked Congress to 
declare war on England.  

War of 1812 
 “_______________”: _________________________ who were demanding we go to war 
 The U.S. lost most of the early battles; the British burned D.C. to the ground 

Battle of Baltimore 
 The ____________________________________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________ 
 Outmatched by the British, but prevailed 

The National Anthem is Born! - The sight of the American flag still flying at dawn inspired 
Francis Scott Key to pen “The Star Spangled. 
Battle of New Orleans 

 The British targeted New Orleans—this put the entire Mississippi Valley in jeopardy. 
 ______________________________________________________________ 
 _______________________________ 
 ______________________________________________ 

A Federalist Funeral 
 The _____________________________ – New England Federalists drew up a series of 

demands to avoid another war 
 Presented after the Battle of New Orleans 
 Looked like unpatriotic crybabies. 
 The Federalist Party never recovered 

Effects of the War of 1812 
 _____________________________________________ 
 Gained international respect 
 An _____________________________________________________________________ 

 



James Monroe- America’s 5th President 

Monroe Doctrine- Monroe Doctrine- Declared 
that _______________________ should no longer 
be viewed as open to colonization. 

 
Will be important in the 1890s and 1900s. 
Why?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Sketch or insert the Political Cartoon) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In your response you should do the following. • • • • • 
Context: Provide a few sentences of background (CONTEXT) [Ex: Prior to or before 1800, President…XYZ….] 

Thesis: Respond to the prompt with a historically defensible thesis or claim that establishes a line of reasoning. The election 
of 1800 was a (ex: HUGE, massive, significant) or was not a [major tp] because…. 

 
To what extent was the election of 1800 a turning point in United States history? 
You may choose to write this paragraph, or create a 2-3 minute video-skit  
Representing this event to be shown in class.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  


